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Let Him Alone 

  

 18-Oct-06 

Dear Forum, 

 The following message was forwarded by Walt in a reference to the MSC: 

“…To cut him off too soon, or at all, may tend for those that look on, to say that the unanswered point(s) 
is valid.  All will prove in time, yet you do not have to read.  Introduce some other line of discussion if you 
like and converse with those in the forum that have the same current interest.   No worries.  God is in 
control.” ―E-mail, Thursday, October 18, 2007 11:19 AM. 

Below is quote number 81 from EGW that has just been uncovered a few minutes ago.  It adds another 
reference on my list of 80.  It further proves that Bible primacy was EGW’s central theme.  Perhaps 
one day people like Walt will explain why this SOP theme has been ignored so that many on the 
forum would commit the bold blasphemy to insist that our Davidian directive is to get our doctrinal 
explanations from the SOP and not the Bible.  I call all today to cast aside their idolatry.  I implore 
them to continue to respect the inspiration of yesterday’s prophets in a mature way; that is, that they 
hear Christ and destroy the monuments which they have erected to equate the work of Moses and 
Elijah, EGW & VTH, to that of Christ. 

Many of our teachers have much to unlearn and much of a different character to learn. Unless 
they are willing to do this,--unless they become thoroughly familiar with the word of God (not the 
Testimonies) and their minds are absorbed in studying the glorious truths concerning the life of 
the Great Teacher,--they will encourage the very errors the Lord is seeking to correct. Plans and 
opinions that should not be entertained will imprint themselves on the mind, and in all honesty 
they will come to wrong and dangerous conclusions. Thus seed will be sown that is not true grain. 
Many customs and practices common in school work, and which may be regarded as little things, 
cannot now be brought into our schools. It may be difficult for teachers to give up long-cherished 
ideas and methods; but if they will honestly and humbly inquire at every step, "Is this the way of 
the Lord?" and will yield to His guidance, He will lead them in safe paths, and their views will 
change by experience.  The teachers in our schools need to search the Scriptures (not the 
Testimonies) until they understand them for their individual selves, opening their hearts to the 
precious rays of light which God has given, and walking therein. They will then be taught of God 
and will labor in entirely different lines (Like taking the message to Jerusalem, the sons of 
America’s former slaves), bringing into their instruction less of the theories and sentiments of men 
who have never had a connection with God (theories like Tri-Unitarianism). They will honor finite 
wisdom far less, and will feel a deep soul hunger for that wisdom which comes from God. 

To the question Christ put to the twelve, "Will ye also go away?" Peter answered: ‘Lord, to whom 
shall we go? (Can we go to EGW and VTH?)Thou hast the words of eternal life. And we believe 
and are sure that Thou art that Christ, the Son of the living God.’ John 6:67-69. When teachers 
bring these words into the work of their classrooms, the Holy Spirit will be present to do its work 
upon minds and hearts.  ―Testimonies for the Church, Vol 6, 155, 6, emphasis and parenthesis added. 

Again this statement is one of 81.  Walt, a big promoter of EGW, has yet to produce one 
countervailing statement showing that we should ignore the Bible in favor of the SOP.  I am still 
waiting for someone to pick a number from 1 to 81 for other references.  Since no request have come, 
I have asked my son to pick such a number.  He selected number 17.  Below is that reference: 

“To say that a passage (clearly a passage of Scripture) means just this and nothing more, that you 
must not attach any broader meaning to the words of Christ than we have in the past (“WE”, 
including EGW, the purveyor of the SOP), is saying that which is not actuated by the Spirit of 
God.  The more we walk in the light of truth, the more we shall become like Christ in spirit, in 
character, and in the manner of our work, and the brighter will the truth become to us.  As we 
behold it in the increasing light of revelation (notice, revelations increase and reflect the Bible 
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passages), it will become more precious than we first estimated it (Notice, again the pronoun 
“we”.  EGW admonishes us to prepare to receive revelations which diverge from her very own 
original emphasis) from a casual hearing or examination.  The truth as it is in Jesus is capable of 
constant expansion, of new development, and like its divine Author, it will become more precious 
and beautiful: it will constantly reveal deeper significance, and lead the soul to aspire for more 
perfect conformity to its exalted standard.  Such understanding of the truth will elevate the mind 
and transform the character to its divine perfection” ―R&H, Oct 21st, 1890, emphasis and parenthesis 
added. 

Regarding my ministry to the forum, it is shocking that some are trying to uncover a way to silence 
this work, the Lord’s Testimony.  Suggestions given by Walt and others saying, the forum members 
do not have to read my work, are a complete antithesis to our 77 years of the Davidian ethics; our 
theme has been that we should be ever mindful to embracing new light.  Sadly, Davidia have become 
even more rebellious than the nominal brethren.  She has ignored the Rod-articulated, Christ-stated 
mandate for Davidia:  

 “Moreover he said unto me, Son of man, all my words that I shall speak unto thee receive in thine 
heart, and hear with thine ears…But thou, son of man, hear what I say unto thee; Be not thou 
rebellious like that rebellious house: Open thy mouth and eat that I give thee” ―Ezek 3:10, 2:8.   

By suggesting that the forum should change the subject indicates that you just do not get it, the MSA 
is the subject.  The righteous cannot do as you suggest, Walt, and “let him alone”.  When the MSC 
does eventually goes away, then with it will disappear the Lord’s Spirit from among you.  What is 
the point of the forum if it cannot be deployed to trouble the waters with new revelations from the 
Word? 

Sincerely 

  

Derek 

 


